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Abstract: This paper presents the development of an Argument-Learning System (ALES). The idea is based
on the AIF (argumentation interchange format) ontology using “Walton theory”. ALES uses different mining
techniques to manage a highly structured arguments repository. This repository was designed, developed and
implemented by the authors. The aim is to extend the previous framework proposed by developing an intelligent
tutoring environment for argument learning that aims to: (1) guide the students during argument learning; (2) aid
in improving the students’ argument skills; and (3) offer an argument classifier agent that retrieves the most
relevant results to the subject of search. This paper focuses on the environment development specifying the status
of each of the constituent modules.
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1. Introduction
Argumentation theory is considered as an interdisciplinary research area. Its techniques and results have found
a wide range of applications in both theoretical and practical branches of artificial intelligence and computer
science (Baker, Andriessen & Suthers, 2003; Rahawan & Sakeer, 2006; Reed & Rowe, 2003). Recently, AI
(argumentation interchange) in education is interested in developing instructional systems that help students hone
their argumentation skill (Aleven & Ashley, 1997). This skill is extremely valuable in the educational field, and it
reflects the students’ abilities to outline a claim in a logical and convincing way and provides supportable reasons
for the claim as well as identifies the often implicit assumptions that underlie the claim. Although argumentation
skill is very important in the field of education, students’ main barrier is their inabilities to follow the argument
which highlights the main points of a context (Harrell, 2006). In response to the importance of argumentation skills
in education, different argument mapping tools (e.g., Compendium, Araucaria, Rationale, etc.) have been developed
(Reed & Rowe, 2003). These tools are designed to foster students’ abilities to articulate, comprehend and
communicate reasoning by producing diagrams of reasoning and argumentation. The main drawback in these tools
is the absence of an administrator to constrict the argument diagram process, in other words, guiding the students to
analyze arguments based on scientific theories or evidence (Paolucc, Suthers & Weiner, 1996).
In this paper, the authors extend previous framework (Abbas & Sawamura, 2008b) proposed by developing
an intelligent learning environment ALES that uses mining agent-based ITS (intelligent tutoring system) for
teaching in argument. ALES uses the highly structured argument repository “RADB” (relational argument
database) to expose expert knowledge. It also models the students’ argumentation knowledge and skills then,
based on this information, it presents a group of arguments from which the users can choose one to work on. The
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paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the learning environment (ALES) architecture. Section 3
shows an illustrative example. Related work and discussion are presented in section 4. Finally, conclusion and
future work are illustrated in section 5.

2. ALES architecture
This section describes the architecture of the proposed learning environment (ALES) as shown in Figure 1.
The environment consists of 4 main parts: (1) The domain model is represented as a highly structured argument
repertoire; (2) The pedagogical model contains 3 components: a parser, a classifier agent and a teaching model; (3)
The student model keeps track of the student performance and assists the pedagogical model in offering the
individualized teaching; and (4) Finally, the interface model is “GUI” (graphical user interface). Not only does
ALES teach argument analysis, but also assesses the students and guides them through personalized feedback. The
next subsections illustrate the domain and pedagogical models in details, whereas the student-teaching model
interaction is out of the scope of this paper.

Figure 1

ALES architecture

2.1 The domain model
The domain model is represented in the form of the RADB, it has been developed and implemented by the
authors (Abbas & Sawamura, 2008b; 2008c) which summon a huge number of arguments. These arguments were
previously analyzed by experts based on Walton theory using the AIF ontology (Rahawan & Reed, 2007; Zablith,
Rahawan & Reed, 2007). The domain model can semantically be represented as a forest of a numerous directed free
trees (Chi & Muntz, 2001). Each directed tree in the forest lays out a semantic representation for a specific argument
analysis. The domain model representation is general enough to encapsulate multiple domains, it also enjoys the
extendibility feature, where adding new schemes are permitted. Figure 2 describes the various building blocks
concerned with the RADB, using screen shots of the authors’ implemented system, such as: (1) the table
“Scheme_TBL” gathers the name and the index for different schemes; (2) the table “Scheme_Struct_TBL” assembles
the details of each scheme in “Scheme_TBL”; and (3) the “Data_TBL” table contains the analysis of different
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arguments based on different scheme structures and preserves the constraints of the AIF ontology (Rahawan & Reed,
2007).

Figure 2 The main tables in RADB

2.2 Pedagogical model
The pedagogical model is responsible for reasoning about the students’ behaviors according to the students’
model, in order to: (1) retrieve the most relevant results to both the subject of search and the students’ background;
(2) expose the corresponding argument to the selected result; and (3) guide the students’ analysis based on the
pre-existing one. The pedagogical model as seen in Figure 1 consists of three main components: a parser, a
classifier agent and a teaching model.
2.2.1 Parser
The parser receives a statement “S” from the students. This statement is divided by the parser into tokens, and
then, the number of tokens is reduced. Finally, the final crucial set of words {w1 w2... wn} is sent to the classifier agent.
The tokens are reduced if they belong to a look-up table containing a set of all unnecessary words like {a, an, the, he,
have, is, him ...}, otherwise, they are added to the set of tokens to be sent to the classifier agent. The importance of the
parser module lies in reducing the set of tokens into a set of significant keywords, which in turn will: (1) improve the
results of the classifier where combinations of unnecessary words vanish; and (2) reduce the number of iterations done
by the classifier agent. The parser has already been implemented and discussed (Abbas & Sawamura, 2008c).
2.2.2 Classifier agent
The classifier agent gathers and controls different mining techniques in order to classify the retrieved
contexts based on students’ choices. The agent mines the RADB repository aiming to: (1) direct the search process
towards hypotheses that are more relevant to students’ subject of search, classify the analogous arguments in
different ways based on students’ choices and seek for the most relevant arguments to the subject of search; and (2)
add flexibility to the retrieving process by offering different search techniques. The agent offers 3 search
techniques: priority search, rule extraction search and polarity search. In the former, the priority search classifies
and retrieves contexts based on the maximum support number using an adapted version of the AprioriTid
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(Agrawal & Muntz, 1994) mining technique. The rule extraction summarizes the retrieved arguments searching
for hidden patterns that are most relevant to the subject of search, and then, these patterns are exposed in the form
of rules. Each rule, for each retrieved argument, contains the affirmative “+” and the negative “-” parts relating to
the final conclusion of that argument. In the latter, the polarity search classifies the retrieved arguments into 2
classes: affirmative and negative, relevant to the subject of search and based on the search criteria. The search
criteria depends on the students’ choices, it can be either by premises or by conclusion. The premises (with/against)
criterion retrieves arguments by searching only in the different premises. Similarly, conclusion retrieves the
arguments by searching only in the different conclusions.
(1) Priority search
The AprioriTid algorithm (Agrawal & Muntz, 1994) has been implemented and embedded to the classifier
agent as “priority search” as seen in Figure 3. The priority search aims to retrieve the most relevant arguments to
the users’ subject of search and queue them based on the maximum support number, so that the first queued
argument is the one that has more itemsets (Agrawal & Muntz, 1994) related to the subject of search. Although the
AprioriTid algorithm has originally been devised to discover all significant association rules between items in large
database transactions, the agent employs its mechanism in the priority search to generate different combinations
between different itemsets (Abbas & Sawamura, 2008c; Agrawal & Muntz, 1994). These combinations will then be
used to classify the retrieved contexts and be queued in a descending order based on their support numbers. As a
response to the priority search purpose, an adapted version of the AprioriTid mining algorithm has been applied.
This adapted version, as seen in Figure 4, considers the single itemset (1-itemset) size as well as the maximum
support number usage, rather than k-itemset for k≥2 and the minimum support number “minsup” mechanism. For
more clarification, the priority search mines specific parts of the pre-existing arguments based on the users’ search
criteria. These search criteria enable the students to seek the premises, conclusions or the critical questions lying in
the different arguments. For example, suppose a student queries the RADB searching for all information related to
“Islamic inheritance rules”. Simply, he/she may write “the inheritance regularities in Islam” as the search statement
and can choose the conclusion as the search criteria. In this case, the classifier agent receives the set of significant
tokens {inheritance, regularities, Islam} from the parser model. This set is considered as the single size itemset
(1-itemset) C1={w1, w2, w3} that contains the most crucial set of words in the search statement.

Figure 3

The main window of the implemented
system in Visual C++

Figure 4

An enhanced version of AprioriTid

Then, the agent uses the adapted version of the AprioriTid algorithm to generate the different super itemsets
C{2≤ k ≤3}, which are the different combinations between different tokens. Therefore, the generated super itemsets,
as seen in Figure 5, will be the 2-itemset C2={w1w2, w1w3, w2w3 }, and the 3-itemset C3={w1w2w3}. Afterward,
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the different conclusions in the different arguments trees will be mined seeking for the most relevant set of
arguments Ans={d1, d2, ...,dm} so that ∀di∊ Ans ∃Ck∊ {1,2,..,j}⊆di}. Finally, the results will be queued in a
descending order and exposed in a list, where the students can choose the argument name “Argument_314” from
the list to expose the associated context and analysis.

Figure 5

The adapted AprioriTid mechanism

(2) Rule extraction search
Rule extraction mining is a search technique in which argument trees are encountered to discover all hidden
patterns “embedded subtrees” (Chi & Muntz, 2001) that coincide with the relation between some objects. These
objects express a set of the most significant tokens of the users’ subject of search. Precisely, it is supposed that a
student wants to report some information about the relation between the “USA war” and the “weapons of mass
destructive”. At the beginning, the users’ search statements are reduced to the most significant set of tokens by the
parser (Abbas & Sawamura, 2008a; 2008b; 2008c). Then, the different argument trees, pre-existing in the RADB
repository, are mined in order to fetch these different tokens.

(a)
Figure 6
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(b)
The tree rule extraction search
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Figure 6a shows the analysis of an argument tree, where some enclosed nodes coincide with the students’
search statements, while Figure 6b shows the revealed embedded subtree. Finally, each resulted subtree is
expressed in the form of a rule as shown in Figure 7, where “+” indicates that this node is a support to the final
conclusion, whereas “-” is a rebuttal node to the final conclusion.

Figure 7

The representation form of rule extraction search result

2.2.3 Teaching model
The teaching model monitors the students’ actions, guides the learning process and provides the appropriate
feedback. However, in the meantime, it is still in the implementation phase. The model starts its role when the
classifier agent sends the document Di selected by the students. The teaching model checks, according to the
current student model, whether the students are in the learning or the assessing phase. If the students are in the
learning phase, the document is presented associated with the corresponding analysis. On the other hand, if the
students are in the assessment phase, they are able to do their own analysis, and the teaching model will guide
them during analysis by providing personalized feedback whenever required. The feedback aims to guide the
students and refine their analysis and intellectual skills. Two kinds of feedback are provided by the teaching model:
partial argument negotiation and total argument negotiation.
(1) Partial negotiation
In this case, the students start analyzing the argument context in the form of a tree in which the root holds the
final conclusion of the issue of discussion. The teaching pedagogy used in this case provides partial hints at each
node of the analysis tree. They are results of comparing the students’ current node analysis to the original one in
the argument database. These hints are provided before allowing the students to proceed further in the analysis
process, which aim to minimize the analysis error ratio as much as possible, for the current analyzed node.
Generally, the teaching model guides the students via the partial hints at each node till the error of the current node
is minimized to a specific ratio. After then, the students are able to move to the next analysis step (i.e., node).
(2) Total negotiation
The total negotiation is similar to the partial negotiation. However, the teaching pedagogy is different in that
it provides hints only at the end of the analysis process. In other words, after the students build the full analysis
tree for the selected context, the system interprets and evaluates the students’ analysis comparable to the
pre-existing one and remarks the errors.
Generally, in the assessing phase, the teaching model presents the transcript of the chosen argument
associated with an empty tree skeleton and asks the students to start their own analysis. The students start the
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analysis by copy and paste text passages from the transcript or freely enter text into the nodes. The teaching model
traces each node text and divides it into set of significant tokens, then interprets and evaluates the errors ratios
comparable to the pre-existing analysis underlying in the RABD. Finally, the model provides the feedback,
partially or totally, based on the students’ choices and records the students’ errors for the current transcript, which
in turn will be used, by the student model, to evaluate the performance and to follow the progress of the students.
2.3 The student model
The student model stores details about students’ current problem-solving state and long-term knowledge
progress, that is essential for students’ future performance evaluations. The model considers personal information,
pre-test evaluation and performance history. Personal information contains personal data as name, ID, password,
state (learning/assessment), feedback_type (partial/total) …. The pre-test evaluation permanently assesses the
students’ argument analysis skills and follows the student progress through learning process. Finally, the
performance history implicitly reflects how much the students have done and how well.

3. An illustrative example
This example shows a complete run for partial negotiation of the assessing phase. The system interactions are
written in normal font. The users’ actions are in bold. The authors’ illustrations to some actions will be italicized.
Supposing the students in the assessing phase choosing the partial feedback property, the system will give the
students the ability to select specific scheme to be used in their analysis, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8

The partial assessment form

User—“expert opinion scheme”.
The whole arguments, that use the “expert opinion scheme” in the analysis, will be listed so that the priority is to the
contexts that have not been accessed yet by the users during learning.
System—[argument_602, argument_1, argument_214].
User—picks up one of the listed arguments, argument_602 as example.
System—presents the transcript of the chosen argument as shown in Figure 8.
User—starts the analysis by writing “final decision is that the death was not accident” in the root/final conclusion
node, then press save.
System—divides the user statement into tokens {final, decision, death, accident}, and compares these tokens with
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the expert analysis for the same node, then calculates and records the error ratios for that node.
System—shows out the following message “your analysis is partially correct try to use the words {Kyle Mutch,
tragic, suffered, punch}, in your node analysis, rather than the words {final, decision, ... } that have been used in the
current analysis”.
User—reanalyzes the current node by adding the advised keywords.
System—compares again the current context node with the pre-existing analysis and negotiate again, guiding the
user, till he/she reaches to the correct analysis for this node.
User—fills the other nodes.
System—negotiates based on the pre-existing expert analysis guiding the user during his/her analyses.

After the user finishes his/her analysis to the whole context, filling the suitable analysis for each node, the
system will record the first analysis ratio for each node, then calculates and records the whole argument analysis
ratio for that argument. Then the system, based on the whole analysis ratio, will advice the student either to go to
the evaluation phase or return to the learning phase.

4. Related work and discussion
Early, the field of AI and education was very interesting to most of the researchers, where many instructional
systems have been developed to hone students’ argumentation skills. SCHOLAR and WHY (Collins & Stevens,
1982) systems are examples for these trials. However, these systems were mainly designed to engage students in a
Socratic dialog, which faces significant problems such as knowledge representations to develop a Socratic tutor
(Collins & Stevens, 1982). This mainly occurred in complex domains like legal reasoning, control or
preprocessing, and manipulated the natural language. Later, as a response to these difficulties, a number of
argument mapping tools (Harrell, 2006; Reed & Rowe, 2003, 2004; Walton & Rowe, 2006) have been developed
to foster debate among students about specific argument, using diagrams for argument representation. However,
the data mining and artificial intelligence influence, which needed to guide the students to understand the relation
between scientific theories and evidence and refine their argument analysis ability, are missing in these tools.
Finally, Rahwan presented the ArgDf system (Rahawan & Reed, 2007; Zablith, Rahawan & Reed, 2007) through
which users can create, manipulate and query arguments by using different argumentation schemes. Comparing
ArgDf system to the authors’ approach, both of them sustain creating new arguments based on existing argument
schemes. In addition, the ArgDf system guides the users during the creation process based on the scheme structure
only, the users rely on their efforts and background to analyze the argument. However, in the authors’ approach,
the users actions are monitored and guided not only by the scheme structure, but also by crucial hints devolved
through the appropriate feedback. Accordingly, the analysis process is restricted by comparing the contrasting
reconstruction of the users’ analysis and the pre-existing one. Such restriction helps in refining the users’
underlying classification. In the ArgDf system, searching existing arguments is revealed by specifying text in the
premises or the conclusion, as well as the type of relationship between them. Then the users can choose to filter
arguments based on a specific scheme. Whereas in the authors’ approach, searching the existing arguments is not
only done by specifying text in the premises or the conclusion but also by providing different strategies based on
different mining techniques in order to: (1) refine the learning environment by adding more flexible
interoperability; (2) guarantee the retrieval of the most convenient hypotheses relevant to the subject of search;
and (3) facilitate the search process by providing a different search criteria. At last, ALES enjoys a certain
advantage over ArgDf system, it can trace the users progress and produce representative reports about the learners’
analysis history, which in turn excavate the proper weakness points in the learners’ analysis skills.
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Student Progress Report For the Final Conclusions of Different Argument
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The resulted progress report regarding the final conclusion

Figure 9, as an example, shows the analysis progress of the current student, spotting on the conclusion node
analysis ratio for different arguments using different schemes. Looking deeply in this diagram, it can be concluded
that this student cannot highlight the final conclusion of different context correctly, which means that the student
cannot well understand the proposed contexts.

5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, the authors introduced an innovative argument-learning environment (ALES) to teach in
argument. ALES extends the previous work done on building a highly structured argument repository with
managing tools (Abbas & Sawamura, 2008b). The main aim of developing this environment is to aid in improving
the students’ argument skills. ALES is a model-tracing system which serves as a new trend for argument learning.
The proposed architecture serves the educational process by allowing learning and assessing phases where
personalized feedback is provided. ALES guides the students during argument learning, analysis and
preprocessing. In addition, ALES enjoys certain advantages over others, where (1) a relevant and convenient
result is assured to be obtained especially when the search statement is in this form “the Destructive War in Iraq”;
(2) different representative reports that represents the students’ progress can easily be extracted; and (3) two
different types of personalized feedback are provided to guide the students during argument learning process. In
the future, the authors intend to: (1) integrate an NLP (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) software to aid in polarity
classification, in which the underlying RADB arguments are classified into affirmative and rebuttal lists to the
issue of discussion; (2) use the frequent tree mining techniques (Chi & Muntz, 2001) in order to search for
frequent patterns in different arguments; and (3) consider the interaction between the student model and the
pedagogical model, and how this is going to affect the abductive learning phase.
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